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Public Service Electric and Gas Company P.O. Box 236.Hancocks Bridge, New Jersey 08038
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Salem Generating Station 1

May 03, 1990

i
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U. S. Nuclear' Regulatory Commission +

Document Concrol Desk- I

Washington, DC :20555 j
!

Dear _-Sir:

SALEM GENERATING STATION
LICENSE NO. DPR-75 i

DOCKET NO. 50-311 d

UNIT NO. 2
,

LICENSEE EVENT REPORT 90-012--00

l

This Licensee Event Report is being submitted-pursuant to:the :- i
requirements'of the Code of: Federal. Regulations.10CFR

i

50.73(a)(2)(iv). This report is required within thirty-(30)-: days !

of discovery.

_I

1

Sincerely yours,
).

fka

L. K. Miller
General Manager -
Salem Operations
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On April 3, 1990 at 0145 hours, the Radiation Monitoring System (RMS)4

1 Plant Vent Radioactive Noble Gas Monitor, 2R41C, detector lost power
momentarily. The detector failing low resulted in a Containment
Purge / Pressure-Vacuum Relief System (CP/P-VRS) isolation signal and a*

| closure signal for the 2WG41 valve (Waste Gas Decay Tank Vent Control
Valve). At the time of the isolation signal, all valves were closed.

! Containment purge, Containment pressure / vacuum relief and Waste Gas
Decay Tank release were not in progress. The root cause of this event;-

has not been determined to date. The infeed breaker will be
functionally inspected during the current refueling outage. This

. event was initiated by an equipment operator (EO), losing his balance
' while tagging a breaker. The EO hit his knee onto the infeed breaker

for the No. 22 RM Panel. This act apparently resulted in the
momentary loss of breaker contact causing the deenergization of the
RMS channels associated with the No. 22 RM panel. The 2R41 (A, B, and
C) channels are included in the group of channels which deenergized.<

The RMS channels reenergized a few seconds later. This event, caused
by the EO, was inadvertent. The EO had to kneel to install the tag.
While going to this position, he lost his balance. The CP/P-VRS
function was reset for the 2R41C channel. A visual inspection of the
22 RM Panel infeed breaker did not reveal any damage. A functional
inspection of the 22 RM Panel infeed breaker will be performed prior

' to the completion of the current refueling outage. This event has
been reviewed by Operations Department management.
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& ANT _ AND_ SYSTEM IDFNTI.E.ICATI.ON_ I
- .

Westinghouse - Pressurized Water Reactor '

Energy Industry Identification System (EIIS) codes are identified in
the text as (xxl ;

+

IRENTIEICATION_OF OCCURRENCEL
|

Engineered Safety Feature Actuation: Containment >

Purge / Pressure-Vacuum Relief Isolation signal actuated

Hvent Date: '4/03/90 i

Report Date: 5/03/90
i

Thfo report was initiated by Incident Report No. 90-224.
,

C O N D I. T A O N S P R I O R _ T_0 _ O,_Q.Q_U_R.R E N C E :

Mode 5 (Cold shutdown) - Refueling / Maintenance Outage

pESCRIPUON OF OCCURREN_Q_El ,

On April 3, 1990 at 0145 hours, the Radiation Monitoring System-(RMS)
IIL) Plant Vent Radioactive Noble Gas Monitor, 2R41C, detector-lost -

I power momentarily. The detector failing low resulted in a '

! Containment Purge / Pressure-Vacuum Relief System (CP/P-VRS) (BF)
-

'

irolation signal and a closure signal for the 2WG41 valve (Waste Gas-
Decay Tank Vent Control Valve). At the time of the isolation signal,- '

all valves were closed. Containaent purge, Containment
pressure / vacuum relief and WFatt Gas Decay Tank release were not in
progress.

7

!
The CP/P-VR System is an Engineered Safety Feature. Therefore, on
April 3, 1990 at 0238 hours, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission was
notified of the actuation of_the system in accordance with Code of
' Federal Regulations 10CFR 50.72 (b) (2) (ii) . -

APPARENT CAUSE OF_ OCCURRENCE 1

The root _cause of this event has not been determined to date. The
infeed breaker will be functionally inspected during the current ,

| refueling outage.

This event was initiated by an equipment operator (EO), losing his
balance while tagging a breaker. The EO hit his knee onto the infeed
breaker for the No. 22 RM Distribution Panel. This act apparently
resulted in the momentary loss of breaker' contact causing the,

deenergization of-the RMS channels associated with the No. 22 RM '

panel. The 2R41 (Ao B, and C) channels are included in the group of
channels which deenergized. The RMS-channels'reenergized a few
seconds later. 7
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hPPARENT CAUSE OF_ OCCURRENCE: (contidl
The infeed breaker involved is a 480 volt K-600 ASEA Brown Boveri
breaker. Downstream of the breaker is a transformer which takes the
480 volts and transforms it down to 120/208 VAC which supplies power
to the 22 RM Distribution Panel.

ANALYSIS OF OCCURRENCE:

Isolation of the CP/P-VRS is part of the design Engineered Safety
Features (ESPs). It mitigates the release of excessive quantities of
radioactive material to the environment after a design base accident.

The 2R41C channel monitor's the plant vent effluent releases for
radioactive noble gas via representative sampling. The ESF actuation
feature of CP/P-VRS isolation, associated with this channel, is of
conservative design. It is redundant to the 2R12A channel. In
addition to its ESF function, the channel will cause the isolation of
the 2WG41 valve (Waste Gas Decay Tank Vent Control Valve). During I

the 2R41C CP/P-VRS isolation signal event, the 2R12A monitor remained
operable.

The 2R41A (Plant Vent Particulate Monitor) and the 2R41B (Plant Vent
Iodine Monitor) deenergized, as did the 2R41C channel. However, they
could not havE saused a CP/P-VRS actuation since this function has ibeen blocked for those channels.

The inadvertent actuation of the CP/P-VRS isolation signal was not !the result of high activity. Therefore, this event did not affect
the health or safety of thu public. However, due to the actuation of

!
an ESF function, this event is reportable in accordance with Code of
Federal Regulations 10CFR 50.73(a) (2) (iv) .

:

A review of the other 22 RM Distribution Panel RMS channels, which
would have deenergized with the 2R41 channels, was conducted.
Another channel which has an ESF function was identified. This-
channel is the 2 RIB Control Room Ventilation Intake Duct Monitor
channel. Its ESF function is to automatically switch Control Room
ventilation to the Accident mode of operation upon high radiation in
the HVAC intake duct. Actuation of the ESF function also occurs when"

the channel fails low. During this event the ESF function was
blocked due to investigation of a previously identified
communications concern, therefore, the ESF function could not have
actuated.

CORRECTIVE ACTION:

The CP/P-VRS function was reset for the 2R41C channel,
iA visual inspection of the 22 RM Panel infeed breaker did not reveal i

any damage.

A functional inspection of the 22 RM Panel infeed breaker will be
performed prior to the completion of the current refueling outage. j

!
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CORREQT_IlE ACTION: (cynt'd1

This event has been reviewed by Operations Department management. No
corrective measures, other than restoration of the channel, are
required.

)

''

General Manager -
Salem Operations
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